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and an be used in other settings, for example to speed up ertain enryptionproesses. In partiular, our onstrution niely applies in the ontext of traitortraing [CFN94, P�96, NP98℄. In traitor traing, the data is enrypted with arandom key, whih is itself enrypted so that only users with legitimate keys anderypt it (so the keys an be traed). Instead of enrypting the data with arandom key, we an simply sramble it and enrypt a single blok in the sameway the random key is enrypted.The need for remotely keyed enryption was niely motivated by Blaze. Letus reall the motivation. Today's relatively open environment of hosts (e.g., In-ternet or Intranet servers) leads to a rather paradoxial situation in terms ofseurity arhiteture: The hosts whih are the gateways to the outside world (orinternal users) are frequently required to perform ryptographi tasks, simplybeause they often use enryption to ommuniate at a low level, and as suh,are the most vulnerable to various attaks (or even to exposure by simple im-plementation aws). Given a ryptographi appliation or servie, what is oftennegleted is its embedding environment and the implementation. It is arguedthat given that general software and the operating system running the softwaremay be suseptible to viruses, Trojan horses, and other related attaks, there is asubstantial risk of attakers momentarily gaining ontrol of networked omputersand the information stored by these. Therefore, seret keys should not be keptor used in this environment whenever possible. On the other hand, smart ardsand other omputational platforms with redued risks of attaks often have avery limited omputational ability and low storage apabilities. Consequently, itis desirable to divide the omputation between an untrusted but powerful devie(whih we will all the slave) and a trusted but weak devie (the master).This problem, whih in its enryption inarnation is known as remotely keyedenryption shemes (RKES) was proposed in [Bla96℄ with no model or proof andwith ertain subtle problems. Several solutions have already been suggested tosolve this problem [Bla96, Lu97, BFN98℄. If we momentarily disregard the seu-rity issues, the ommon aspet of these three shemes is that they ask a smartardto generate a \temporary" key, whih depends on the message, and whih is usedto enrypt the largest part of the message. This generates a \binding" betweenthe message and the devie via the enryption. They later ask to hide this key.A formal model and seure solution for this (based on pseudorandom funtions)was given in [BFN98℄; their solution requires two aesses to the smartard peroperation.While our system provides the same funtionality, the use of the \srambleall, enrypt small" notion is di�erent: in our sheme, the host does not performany enryption. It simply srambles the message in a publily available (and in-vertible) way (after adding randomness and integrity hek), and then deprivesan adversary of the ability to invert the srambling by letting the smartardenrypt just a small part of the srambled message. Also, in our sheme, thereis a single aess to the trusted smart ard whih performs a single deryp-tion/enryption operation before replying. This is implied by the fat that thehost does not use a temporary key for enryption and does not enrypt at all,



but rather the host employs srambling of high quality. In some sense the ear-lier onstrutions an be viewed as an unbalaned Feistel (Luby-Rako� type)enryption. Namely, pseudorandom permutation based on pseudorandom fun-tions, where the pseudorandom funtions are on the smart ard. This seems torequire two appliations of the pseudorandom funtion. This implies (only intu-itively) the need for two alls to the ard. Thus, to get the result with \a singleall" to the smart ard we rely on the ideal (random orale) hash model. It is anopen question whether this stronger assumption model is neessary for ahievingthe \single all" result.Sine the host does not use enryption, the method gives a way to enryptarbitrarily long messages (with strong notion of seurity), while enrypting onlyone blok (of size, say 128/ 256 bits). We also allow the host to add randomness tothe enryption (this an be viewed as an added random IV) so we an formalizeour mehanism and seurity w.r.t. an overall randomized enryptions (whiheases the diÆulty of pseudorandom ones as in the earlier works). The host alsoadds an integrity hek to prevent message modi�ations and other attaks.We validate our design by giving a proof of seurity assuming the sram-bling is an ideal hash and the small enryption is an ideal blok ipher (randompermutation).From an engineering perspetive, the Bear and Lion designs [AB96℄ havetaught how to enrypt an arbitrary long blok given fast stream iphers. Thisis suitable for appliations with large messages. While we have the same ap-pliations in mind, we teah how to minimize the enryption mehanism to asmall blok of size 128 bits, say. This minimization may be due to on�gurationand performane onstraints. Thus, our design where only small portions areenrypted (rather than the entire large blok whih here is only srambled with-out a key) may be alled \Cub" as opposed to \Bear" and \Lion". Note that wedo not laim that there is a universal performane advantage of Cub over theearlier designs whih applies to all working environments. On the ontrary, weunderstand very well that stream ipher enryption may be fast omparing toa good srambling mehanisms. What is more interesting is the minimization ofenryption itself and the on�nement of the entire ryptographi operation.Finally, we remark that sine the design deals with the onstraints of havinga slow enryption whose use is minimized, it may �t well when the enryptionemployed is obviously muh slower than available good srambling tehniquesbased on ryptographi hash funtions. If the available enryption is based onpubli-key, the relative performane resembles the gap of \remotely keyed en-ryption".Remark on presentation:While we present a general two-proess method,its implementation as a \remotely keyed" mehanism is the prime example andwill serve as the working example (sine it is onrete and it further adds envi-ronmental onstraints).Outline: Setion 2 disuss previous work on the subjet. Setion 3 introduesour model, and setion 4 presents the basi tools we will use. Setion 5 explainsour new solution. Validation of the design via a seurity proof is given in setion 6



and experimental results are outlined in setion 7. Finally setion 8 presents openproblems and onludes the work.2 Related workThere are many issues in blok ipher design (for extensive review see the appro-priate setions in [Sh96, MOV97℄). Feistel introdued the fundamental notionof rounds where a one-way funtion of half the \urrent message" is exor-ed intothe other half. Provable onstrutions based on one-way funtions that at glob-ally on half the blok (analogous to \large s-boxes") were �rst investigated byLuby and Rako� [LR88℄; their funtions were based, in fat, on pseudorandomfuntions. Many other investigations followed whih inluded simpli�ations ofthe analysis and the proof of seurity and variations/ simpli�ations of the roundfuntions (see [Mau92, Lu96, NR97℄).In partiular, employing stream-iphers for fast blok message enryptionin the style of Luby Rako� was presented in [AB96℄. Their design like theone in this work is suitable for blok ipher operations for large bloks, whihmay be typial in software oriented mehanisms. Adding publi srambling viahashing prior to enryption was onsidered in the past. A prime example is thesrambling using ideal hash and pseudorandom generator in [BR94℄. Anotherexample is in a work (oauthored by the third author) [IBM-pa.℄. However, noneof these works put forth the notion of global srambling ombined with loal(small blok) enryption as a possible provable design. Related work whih wehave learned about reently, is in [MPR97, MPRZ98℄. They do suggest a designwhere srambling via hashing is done prior to partial enryption as in our ase,but they do not give a seurity validation proof. They suggested their design tostandardization ommittees, and our validation proof may support their e�ort.Their work does not have the ontext or the onsideration for remotely keyed en-ryption; rather they suggest it in the ontext of publi-key enryption. The goalof the urrent work is to suggest minimized enryption whih is validated andan be used systematially whenever needed, possible or useful. We harater-ize senarios (alternatives) in working environments where we get performaneadvantage.Blaze's remotely key enryption protool [Bla96℄ was based on the idea ofletting the host send the ard one blok whih depends on the whole message.This blok would be enrypted with the smart ard seret key, and would alsoserve as a \seed" for the reation of a \temporary" seret key, that will be used bythe host in order to enrypt the rest of the message. However, as Luks [Lu97℄pointed out, Blaze's sheme had problems in that in allowed an adversary toforge a new valid plaintext/iphertext pair after several interations with theard. Luks suggested an alternative model and protool, whih in turn, wasattaked by Blaze, Feigenbaum and Naor [BFN98℄ who further demonstratedthe subtleties of this problem. They showed that the enryption key used forthe largest part of the message is deterministially derived from the two �rstbloks of the message, hene an adversary who takes ontrol of the host will



be able to derypt a large set of messages with only one query. They deriveda areful formal model and a sheme based on pseudorandom funtions. Veryreently, Luks [Lu99℄ further extended their seurity model and suggested afaster sheme. In ontrast, we will allow randomized enryption and we will relyon ideal (random orale) hash funtions.Our work makes sure that missing a small piee of the srambled data (viaenryption) while keeping the rest available makes it hard to reover the mes-sage. This bears some relationship to Rivest's notion of All-Or-Nothing enryp-tion [Riv97℄. Informally, given a symmetri ipher, a mode of enryption is de-�ned to be strongly non-separable when it enrypts s bloks of plaintext intot bloks of iphertext (t � s) whih are suh that an attaker annot get anyinformation on the plaintext without derypting all the iphertext bloks. Inorder to obtain strongly non-separable enryption, Rivest suggests to performan \all-or-nothing" transform on the plaintext, followed by a regular enryptionof the result. There is an obvious parallel between our srambling step and theall-or-nothing transform. As a matter of fat, our srambling step possesses aslightly more general property than the strong non-separability. It has the prop-erty that no information an be gained on the pre-image of a srambling as soonas any k-bits are missing (in the design we �x whih k bits to hide). The twopreproessing steps are interhangeable: Rivest's all-or-nothing transform ouldbe followed by a single enryption, and our srambling yields an all-or-nothingenryption mode. However, the motivations of the two notions are very di�er-ent. Our goal is to design a sheme whih minimizes enryption with a givenkey, while Rivest's goal is to make brute-fore deryption more diÆult to anadversary. As a �nal note, we should point out that our tehniques is muhmore eÆient than the one proposed in [Riv97℄, notably beause we do not useenryption during the preproessing step.3 Model and De�nitionsWe will present a two-stage model: srambling and enryption. As noted above,the presentation follows the remotely keyed enryption model.3.1 ModelOur sheme involves two onneted devies: a omputationally potent devie, letus all this devie the slave devie, and a omputationally weak devie, whihwe denote the master devie.We assume a limited and low bandwidth ommuniation hannel betweenthe master and the slave. We trust the master devie to follow the protools andto be tamper resistant. We only trust the slave devie to be able to perform theoperations it is asked to. On the other hand, we do not trust it for being intrusionresistant: we assume that an adversary may take full ontrol of it for some timeperiod. During this preliminary period the adversary may in partiular obtain



any information that the slave has and also interat with the master in any wayhe likes.We would like to onstrut shemes that allow the slave devie to performenryption (and deryption) on large messages at high speed, with the help ofprivate information owned by the master devie. In the full generality, we mayonsider that the master an own keys orresponding to any kind of enryption(symmetri, publi-key, probabilisti or non-probabilisti), and that the enryp-tion obtained at the end of the protool an be of any of the previous types.However, for publi-key we may employ the master only for deryption, andwith symmetri enryption the type of queries and attaks is larger (sine \en-ryption queries" are meaningful). We onsider as our example model of hoiea master whih employs an ideal ipher (e.g., a (pseudo)-random permutation),and a slave whih performs sampling of a randomized IV, and srambling via apubli ideal (random orale) hash.The requirements on the shemes are as follow:Balaned omputation. The slave should perform the largest possible partof the omputation, the master should perform the lowest. Their respetiveparts of the omputation an be proportional to their omputing rate (thuswe balane the time spent by eah omponent). Other hoies of resourebalaning are possible{ e.g., limit the slow omponent to a \onstant usage"and vary the fast omponent as a funtion of the message size.Low ommuniations. The number of interations between the slave and themaster should be low, and eah of these interations should need only a smallamount of ommuniation. Ideally, there should be only one interation perprotool.Seurity. Intuitively and informally, we require that after having taken ontrolof the slave and making a number of queries (bounded by some polynomial)to the master, and then losing the ontrol of the slave, an adversary will nothave any advantage in distinguishing subsequent plaintext/iphertext pairsfrom random pairs. Variations on the seurity requirements are possible: e.g.,the adversary may hoose the plaintext for whih a distinguishing hallenge isrequired. Other hallenges than distinguishability are possible as well. Here,we will onsider two attaks. (Though the above talks about \polynomialtime" and \advantages" in general terms, we will atually ompute atualprobabilities of suessful attaks).Of ourse, the interation and the enryption bloks are still large enough inthe size of the seurity parameter. Namely, the seurity of the protool is assuredsub-exponentially in the size of that blok (e.g., 128 or 256 bit size).3.2 De�nitionsCon�guration A probabilisti remotely key enryption sheme (PRKES), on-sists of two protools, one for enryption, the other for deryption, both exeuted



on two ommuniating devies. These devies are (1) a probabilisti mahine(mahine with a truly random generator) alled a \master" and (2) a mahinealled a \slave". (The slave an also be probabilisti in some designs. In fat,herein we model the slave as an ideal ipher, namely a random permutation).Given an input to the slave, it interats with the master and produes an output.The input inludes an indiator for performing either enryption or deryption,possibly a size parameter, and the argument (resp. leartext or iphertext).Bakground for attaks Let us review attaks on the protool.The polynomial-time attaker A (we will use onrete assumptions regardingthe \polynomial-time power") has a hallenge phase, and one or more probing(tampering) phases. Typially the probing enables the adversary to ativate thedevie up to some bound (some polynomial in the key length). The probing isa preliminary step prior to the hallenge (or a prior step followed by additionalprobing with ertain restrition after the hallenge has been issued).In the hallenge phase, a ertain goal is required from A:Distinguishability hallenge: A is presented with a hallenge pair 1; 2, whihis either a plaintext/iphertext pair or a random pair from the same distri-bution. (Below we speify one suh distribution).Valid pair reation hallenge: Another possible type of hallenge, yieldinganother attak, is to ask A to exhibit one plaintext/iphertext pair morethan the number of probes he performed.The probing phase. As noted above it an ome before the hallenge but alsosome limited part of it an be allowed to our after the hallenge.We onsider two probing phases regarding PRKES:System probing: The attaker gets input-output aess to the slave but notto its memory. Namely, he uses the slave as an orale.Master probing: The attaker gets full aess to the memory of the slave. Hean use the slave to interat with the master (input-output aess) on queriesof its own using the master as an orale.Attaks and seurity against them Let us next desribe the entire attak.We onsider two types of attak, whih di�ers only by the hallenge phase,desribed below.An adaptive hosen-message hosen-iphertext attak with distinguishabilityhallenge inludes:{ �rst phase: A performs \master probing". We assume that it performs up top1 pre-hallenge probes. We also assume that the slave is reset (to a randomstate) after the intrusion, that is before the seond phase. (This insures thatno state information on the slave is known after the probing).



{ seond phase (distinguishability hallenge): A presents a plaintext (or plain-texts) pl and gets a hallenge pair (plaintext, value) whose plaintext partis pl and the value part is either a iphertext of the plaintext or a randomvalue, eah ase hosen with probability 1/2.{ third phase: A performs \system probing" where he an ask any orale query(inluding further enryptions of the hallenge plaintext) BUT is not allowedto perform a deryption query on the iphertext of the hallenge pair. Weallow up to p2 suh post-hallenge probes.Seurity: We say that a PRKES is seure against a distinguishability attak iffor a plaintext of its hoie, A annot distinguish a valid fplaintext/iphertextgpair from a fplaintext/random-textg pair with probability asymptotially betterthan 1/2 (for the same hosen plaintext).An adaptive hosen-message hosen-iphertext attak with valid pair reationhallenge inludes:{ �rst phase: A performs \master probing". We assume that it performs up top1 pre-hallenge probes. We also assume that the slave is reset (to a randomstate) after the intrusion, that is before the seond phase. (This insures thatno state information on the slave is known after the probing).{ seond phase (valid pair reation hallenge): A is hallenged to exhibit p1+1valid plaintext/iphertext pairs.Seurity: We say that a PRKES is seure against a valid pair reation attak ifA is able to answer the hallenge only with an asymptotially small probability(to be omputed onretely).Remark: It should be noted here that our de�nition is di�erent from thebasi de�nition in [BFN98℄. Here the de�nition follows the one in (adaptive)hosen iphertext seurity (See [NY90, RS92, DDN91, BDPR98℄). This is due toa di�erene in the model. In [BFN98℄, length preserving enryption was onsid-ered. As a onsequene, their enryption model was deterministi, and thus, theirde�nition required the introdution of an arbiter to �lter the hoie of A in theseond phase (whereas in our ase, internal randomization may allow orale styleprobing on the hallenge). In a reent extended version of their paper [BFN99℄,a formal model and treatment of length inreasing funtions was given as well;it formalized an indistinguishability attak. Our indistinguishability attak is ofa similar nature.4 Basi ToolsIdeal hash funtion We assume the existene of an ideal hash funtion (afuntion whose behavior is indistinguishable from a random orale, see [BR93℄).In numerous pratial onstrutions, the validation or indiation of the seurity



of the design was based on suh an assumption; we use the assumption in thesame manner here. In pratie, the ideal hash funtion may be replaed by astrong hash (suh as one based on SHA-1). Then from this hash funtion, weshow how to onstrut, in a very simple manner, an ideal length-preserving one-way funtion H whih { apart from the fat that its output has the same lengthas its input { has the same properties as an ideal hash funtion.Let h be an ideal hash funtion and l be the size of the hash produed bythis funtion. Let x be a message of size n. We assume, for ease of explanation,that l divides n.We de�ne Hi as Hi(x) = h(tjjijjh(x)) (where jj denotes the onatenationand t is a tag designated spei�ally for this usage of the hash funtion, andwhih an inlude a spei� number and the length of x).Then, we an de�ne H(x) as being the onatenation of the Hi(x) so thatthe size of H(x) mathes the size of x:H(x) = H0jjH1jj : : : jjHn=(l�1)If l does not divide n, we simply onatenate with the �rst bits of an extraH1+(n=(k�1)), as to ensure that the sizes math.It is easy to argue that sine eah sub-blok of H depends on the wholemessage, that if h is ideal in the random orale model,H is ideal as well. (In short,this is so sine any weakness (say, a bias from randomness or preditability) withH an translate to a weakness on one of the bloks and thus to a weakness withh). We omment that if (unlike the onstrution above) eah blok of H is notglobal (sensitive to all bits) there may be problems. These problems arise eitherfrom the de�nition of ideal hash funtion and also ertain onrete problems aspointed out at in [And95℄.While the above onstrution allows us to build a pseudo-random streamof the same size of the message without relying on other assumptions thanideal-ness of the hash funtion, we an, for eÆieny reasons, replae the abovequadrati onstrution by faster ones. A single regular hashing of the messagean be used as a seed for a pseudo-random number generator, whih an be,for instane, the PRNG suggested in [AB96℄. We an also employ the Panamaipher [DC98℄ (whih ombines hashing and stream ipher).Enryption funtion We now disuss the properties that we require for theenryption funtion used by the master (smartard). We require the enryptionto be at least pseudorandom (a pseudorandom permutation or funtion). Thisassures \strong seurity" in the sense that no partial information is revealedabout the input given the output (and vie versa). It protets as in semantiseurity exept for the \blok repeat problem" where the enryption of the sameblok is deterministi. If we add a random IV we get rid of this \issue" as well.Denote by kin the input size of the ipher, and by kout its output size. Forsymmetri iphers, without IV we have kin = kout. Indeed this may be a pseu-dorandom funtion (suh as enrypting a blok in an EBC or CBC mode; or wemay allow adding IV inreasing the input size). kin = k is our seurity parameter



(namely we will ahieve seurity while allowing polynomial probes in its size)and we assume that the enryption above is invertible with probability 1=(2(kÆ))for some onstant Æ (to an adversary whih gets to see a onrete given boundof leartext iphertext pairs). When validating our design we will assume theenryption to be an ideal ipher, namely a random permutation (so that theprobability of inverting above an be easily related to the number of leartextiphertext pairs available to a onrete attaker).5 The ShemeLet n be an integer, whih represents the size of a message to be enrypted, andlet M 2 f0; 1gn be this message. Also let k be a seurity parameter. We willdenote by x the seret key held by the ard, and by E(�) and D(�) the enryptionand deryption funtions used by the ard. Finally, we will denote by H a lengthpreserving hash funtion, as de�ned in the previous setion.We �rst present the enryption sheme:Enryption
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Fig. 1. The Enryption AlgorithmThe enryption protool is skethed in �gure 1 and preisely goes as follows:



Slave omputation Let M be the plaintext to be enrypted. The slave �rsthooses an uniformly hosen random number U of size polynomial in theseurity parameter (say kin bits without loss of generality) and pads M onthe left with R = U jjh(M;U).Then, if the resulting string is of odd size, an additional padding of onerandom bit is performed (this an be dealt with by the de�nition of the hashfuntion h). Remark: we assume the length of the input is known and �xed,otherwise a byte with the atual length of the randomness an be appendedas well; this also enables dealing with enryption of small messages.Then, the resulting string ( ~M) is split in two equal size parts,Ma;Mb ( ~M =(MajjMb)), and the slave omputes:Cb =Mb �H(Ma)Ca =Ma �H(Cb)Master omputation The slave extrats the kin last bits of Cb (say S) andasks the master to enrypt it. The master omputes the enryption T of S(T = E(S)) and sends it bak. This iphertext is kout bits long.Final slave operation The slave �nally erases the kin last bits of Cb and re-plaes them by T .DeryptionThe deryption protool is as follows:Master omputation Let C be the iphertext to be derypted. C is split intotwo equal parts (assuming the master's enryption is non-expanding), Ca; Cb(Y = (CajjCb)). The slave extrats the kout last bits of Cb (say T ) and asksthe master to derypt this string. The master omputes a deryption S of T(S = D(T )) and sends it bak.Slave omputation The host replaes the kout last bits of Cb by S to obtain~Cb (kin = kout, if not we simply adapt the lengths and the halving of theintermediate iphertext). The slave omputes:Ma = Ca �H( ~Cb)Mb = ~Cb �H(Ma)The slave �nally reovers the initial random IV at the beginning of Ma andreovers M from the two parts. He heks whether the random IV part isorret (that is if the random IV is of the form U jjh(M;U)), and if so returnsthe message M , else it outputs \error".



6 SeurityWe will next sketh the proof showing that our sheme is seure against anadaptive hosen-message hosen-iphertext attak. This will validate the designas seure as long as the srambling funtion is ideal (i.e., polynomially indis-tinguishable from a random orale or intuitively not easily distinguishable froma large random table) and the master's enryption is not easily distinguishablefrom an ideal enryption. (Based on the ideal hash and enryption we an al-ulate the attak suess by alulating probability of ertain detetion eventperformed by the attaker, suh as the detetion of a valid iphertext in thehallenge).We will analyze both attaks (hallenges): valid pair reation and indistin-guishability.Let us �rst analyze the master probing phase (whih is performed in bothattaks). The attaker has taken ontrol over the slave and an query the mas-ter without any �ltering, both for enryption and deryption. Hene, at theend of the master probing phase, he has potentially gathered a list of p1 plain-text/iphertext pairs for the master's inner enryption.6.1 Against the valid pair reation attakInformally, the ore of the proof is to show that it will be possible to get in-formation on only one valid plaintext/iphertext pair for the global enryptionout of a valid plaintext/iphertext pair for the master enryption, (exept withnegligible probability).With this type of hallenge, there is no additional slave probing phase, as wean assume that everything potentially done during the slave probing phase anbe done during the master probing phase.Assume that the attaker A, after performing p1 queries to the master, isable to produe p1+1 valid plaintext/iphertext pairs for the whole enryption.Call S the part to be given as input to the master (that is, with the notationsof setion 5, the kin last bits of H(RjjM1)�M2). Then, we have two ases: eitherfor all p1 + 1 pairs, S is di�erent, or it is the same for at least two of them.In the �rst ase, A an be straightforwardly adapted to build an attakerwhih breaks the master enryption, as it exhibits p1+1 valid enryption/deryptionpairs for the master after only p1 queries. We assumed the master's enryptionan only be inverted with probability 2�kinÆ for some small onstant Æ, hene inthe �rst ase, the attaker an ful�ll the hallenge only with probability 2�kinÆ(in the ideal ipher ase this probability is easily derived from the number ofenryption probes).In the seond ase, if two master's inputs are the same, it means that Awas able to �nd two distint pairs (U;M), (U 0;M 0) suh that the two valuesH(U jjh(M;U)jjM1) �M2 and H(U 0jjh(M 0; U 0)jjM 01) �M 02 math on their kinlast bits.



Let us analyze the probability that suh a ollision ours. The above an berewritten: H(U jjh(M;U)jjM1)�H(U 0jjh(M 0; U 0)jjM 01) =M2 �M 02In order to be able to �nd suh a relation, the hash funtion H has to beevaluated on its inputs (beause of the random orale model). This means thatM2 and M 02 have to be �xed prior to the evaluation of the left part. So, M2 andM 02 being �xed, A was in fat able to �nd two ouples (U;M1) and (U 0;M 01)suh that H(U jjh(M;U)jjM1) � H(U 0jjh(M 0; U 0)jjM 01) math on their kin lastbits with a given onstant.Now, we onsider two sub-ases, whether h(M;U) and h(M 0; U 0) are equalor not. If they are not equal, the attak performed in simply a birthday attakon a part of the hash funtion H , whose probability of suess (based on theassumption on H) is 2� kin2 . If they are equal (whih an only happen if M2 andM 02 math on their kin last bits), then A was able to �nd a ollision on the hashfuntion, (whih ours only with probability 2�kin for some onstant  giventhe aess limitation of the adversary).Finally, (under onrete limited aess of the adversary to the hash, andenryption boxes, formalized as bound on the suess probability), will be ableto answer the hallenge with probability bounded by:2�kinÆ + 2�kin=2 + 2�kinThis is a negligible and ontrollable onrete probability of suessful attak.6.2 Against the distinguishability attakNote that, for the distinguishability attak, the attaker an always guess thehallenge and due to the hallenge being random it has probability 1/2 of beingorret. The only other way for the attaker is to probe and perform enryptionsand deryptions and math them against the hallenge.In this type of attak, A �rst performs p1 master probes. Then, in the seondphase, the attaker has lost ontrol of the slave. He is presented a hallenge pair(of whih he an hoose the plaintext whih we all the target plaintext.) His goalis to guess with probability substantially larger than 1=2 whether the hallengepair represents a valid enryption pair (i.e. whether the iphertext is a orretenryption of the plaintext).We �rst onsider the seurity without the third slave probing phase. We willshow afterwards that this phase does not help the attaker.Again, we have two ases: either the kout last bits of the iphertext math aiphertext from the master iphertext list or not. In the �rst ase (whih happenwith probability p12�kout), A will be able to derypt and to answer the hallenge.In the seond ase, in order to be able to answer orretly to the hallenge,he as to be able to �nd out whether the following relations hold:



�Cb �Mb = H(Ma)Ca �Ma = H(Cb)However, he has no information about the kin last bits of Cb (but withprobability 2�kinÆ , if he suessfully inverts the master's enryption), and hehas no information on the kin �rst bits of Ma (beause the slave was reset afterthe intrusion, and thus he annot predit the value or the random number hosenby the slave).So, in order to be able to hek with some advantage if the above relationshold, the attaker has to guess the value of H on Ma (to validate the �rst eq.based on partial availability of Cb) or the value of H on Cb (to validate via theseond eq.). This an be done with probability 2�kin for eah (sine only if theright string is guessed it is validated via the random orale hash).Hene, with only the initial master probing phase, the probability that A anorretly answer the hallenge is 1=2 + 2�kinÆ + p12�kout + 2�kin+1.Now, let us analyze what the attaker an do after the last slave probingphase.Reall, thatA is allowed to perform p2 slave probes. He is allowed to query theenryption of any message, and the deryption of any message but the iphertexthallenge.Of ourse, we assume that the iphertext hallenge has not already beenderypted, that is the kout last bits of the hallenge do not appear in any of thep1 pairs previously obtained.If he queries for enryption on a di�erent plaintext than the hallenge plain-text, he will not get any information (at best, he will obtain a iphertext whihhe an derypt (with the help of the p1 pairs previously obtained), and will beable to retrieve the random IV of the slave).If he queries for enryption on the target plaintext, then he will obtain infor-mation on the hallenge only if he atually obtains the target iphertext (whihhappens if the random IV (whih is totally under the ontrol of the slave now)is the same as in the hallenge, whih happens with probability 2�kin .If he queries for deryption, the best he an try is to query for a deryptionof a iphertext whih mathes the hallenge on its kout last bits. In this ase, hewill be able to �nd the deryption of the master's enryption on these bits if hean guess the random IV of the slave, that is, again, with probability 2�kin .Finally, the probability that he an answer the hallenge is:1=2 + 2�kinÆ + p12�kout + 2�kin+1 + p22�kinThis is, again, a ontrollable probability (due to the atual limitations of theadversary) that an be made as lose to 1/2 as we want as we allow probing, byproper hoie of kin; kout.



7 Experimental resultsWe now briey omments on the eÆieny of our sheme within the suggestedontext of hardware assisted enryption. We implemented it on a personal om-puter (a PentiumPro(tm) 200). We hose our seurity parameters (kin and kout)to be 128 bits long. Times for the srambling part are summarized in the tablebelow. length (bits) 1024 2048 4096 8192 16384 32768 65536time (ms) 0:6 1:0 1:8 3:6 7:1 14:2 28:3These speeds are not at �rst very impressive, but they have to be omparedto a ase where the master devie (typially a smartard) performs all the om-putation alone. Taking the DES as an example, implementations on smartardstheoretially range from 5 ms to 20 ms per blok, but are often in the viinity of40 ms in order to prevent di�erential fault analysis [Na℄. Taking 40 ms for twoDES bloks as an optimisti average value, we summarize the enryption speedof a smartard based DES for messages of the same size as above.length (bits) 1024 2048 4096 8192 65536time (ms) 320 640 1280 2560 20480Assuming that the enryption is pipelined, and hoosing to enrypt 98304 =3:216 bits bloks (whih makes the master and the slave omputation workloadabout equal), we an enrypt with our sheme at a rate of about 2460 kbits/s,whih has to be ompared to the 3:2 kbits/s rate of the smartard alone. Weomment that in the ontext of publi-key enryption, assuming that a smartardan perform an 1024 bit RSA enryption in about one seond, our design allowsthe enryption in one seond of a 300 kilobyte message with the smart ard'spubli-key.8 ConlusionWe have presented the notion of \sramble all, enrypt small." We showed how it�ts within the \remotely keyed enryption." The priniple demonstrated by thenotion an be employed elsewhere as a sub-struture, for example if the sram-bling is not \ideal" we may iterate the basi overall enryption many times(adding randomness only at the �rst iteration, or avoiding adding randomness).Also, we may �rst perform more \Feistel srambling" rounds. These types of vari-ations and extensions and their impat on seurity (and its proof) under di�er-ent assumptions about the srambling omponent are interesting open questions.Variations on attaks, hallenges and notions of seurity are also of interest.9 AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Mike Matyas and Ron Rivest for pointing out relatedwork and for disussions. We also thank Ross Anderson, Joan Daemen, Antoine
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